1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is commonly used to investigate tissue microstructure in the central nervous system, particularly through the measurement of fractional anisotropy (FA). FA reflects the degree of anisotropic diffusion ([@bb0010]) and is a potentially powerful tool for assessing residual structural architecture in a number of central nervous system disorders. After stroke for example, FA might be used to assess the integrity of the corticospinal tract (CST) to help predict motor outcomes or direct clinicians to the most appropriate therapy ([@bb0195]). However, there are a variety of approaches used in assessing CST integrity with FA values; the lack of consensus over which is the most appropriate is a potential barrier to widespread clinical use of this tool.

FA values are often averaged across specific regions of interest (ROIs), for example the posterior limb of the internal capsule (PLIC). These ROIs can be defined with or without reference to the individual\'s CST reconstructed using tractography ([@bb0065; @bb0125; @bb0165; @bb0190]). In other words, tract-based ROIs are determined within the reconstructed CST of an individual subject and may refer to the whole tract ([@bb0105; @bb0175]) or a subsection of the tract ([@bb0035; @bb0100; @bb0115; @bb0155; @bb0160]). Alternatively, anatomical landmark-based ROIs refer to regions manually delineated on the brain, relying on anatomical landmarks, without reconstruction of the CST by tractography ([@bb0065; @bb0095; @bb0110; @bb0125; @bb0165; @bb0190; @bb0215]).

Once the ROI has been defined, the FA can be reported as an absolute measure from the ipsilesional side (FA~ipsi~) ([@bb0060; @bb0105; @bb0130; @bb0135; @bb0150; @bb0155]) or contralesional side (FA~contra~) ([@bb0060; @bb0105; @bb0150; @bb0155]). Alternatively, the ratio of the ipsilesional to contralesional side (FA~ratio~) ([@bb0035; @bb0055; @bb0095; @bb0115; @bb0155]) or FA asymmetry (FA~asymmetry~), defined as (FA~contra~ − FA~ipsi~)/(FA~contra~ + FA~ipsi~) ([@bb0035; @bb0065; @bb0100; @bb0125; @bb0165; @bb0190]) may be reported.

Many of these approaches have been used to demonstrate a relationship between tract integrity and motor ability in stroke patients, but the factors that will influence uptake of these approaches on a large scale include feasibility and reliability. Tract-based ROIs appear to be at least as reliable as approaches using anatomical landmark-based ROIs ([@bb0020; @bb0040; @bb0145; @bb0205]). However, CST tracking in individual stroke patients is often difficult because of interruption of fibres by the infarct which can result in the unreliable morphology of the tracts. On the other hand, manual placement of ROIs in individual patients is also problematic being open to operator bias. In both cases the procedures are time consuming, limiting feasibility and therefore generalisability.

In this study, we have investigated how using a CST template acquired from healthy subjects performs in comparison to the approaches described above. Recently, tract templates acquired from healthy subjects have been used to quantify damage to thalamo-cortical connections in patients with traumatic brain injury ([@bb0185]) as well as CST integrity in stroke patients ([@bb0180]). Here we systematically examine the effects of varying both the type of FA measurement (FA~ipsi~, FA~contra~, FA~ratio~ or FA~asymmetry~) and spatial extent of an ROI (whole tract or tract section comprising the PLIC) when using CST acquired from either healthy subjects or from individual stroke patients. Since there is no gold standard in the assessment of CST integrity, our approach was to compare the relationship between CST integrity and motor ability in a group of chronic stroke patients. Based on our previous experience ([@bb0180]), we hypothesised that CST integrity assessed using 'normal' and individual patient tracts would perform equally as well.

2. Methods {#s0010}
==========

2.1. Subjects {#s0015}
-------------

Twenty-one stroke patients (53.90 ± 14.07 years) participated in this study. All had unilateral hemispheric infarcts occurring between 4 and 165 months previously. The clinical characteristics of the patients are described in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}. Twenty-three age-matched (*p* value = 0.4524) healthy subjects (50.61 ± 14.69 years) who reported no history of neurological illness, psychiatric history, vascular disease or hypertension served as controls.

Full written consent was obtained from each subject in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The study was approved by the Joint Ethics Committee of the Institute of Neurology, UCL and National Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery, UCL Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, London.

2.2. Motor tests {#s0020}
----------------

The patients showed motor deficits of the contralesional upper extremity which was assessed using the Action Research Arm Test ([@bb0120]), grip strength ([@bb0200]) Motricity Index ([@bb0015]) and Nine-Hole Peg Test ([@bb0070]). In order to alleviate floor and ceiling effects in individual scores, the first principle component (PC1) of the scores of the four motor tests was calculated as a representative measure of motor ability. PC1 accounted for 65.16% of the total variance of the four scores. Motor scores including the PC1 are listed in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}.

2.3. DTI data acquisition {#s0025}
-------------------------

DTI data were collected using a 3T Allegra system (Siemens AG, Erlangen, Germany). For each of controls and patients, 68 images were acquired with a single-shot diffusion-weighted echo planar imaging sequence. The data set consisted of 61 images with high diffusion weighting (*b* value = 1000 s/mm^2^) applied along 61 diffusion directions and 7 images with minimal diffusion weighting (*b* value = 100 s/mm^2^). Each image included 2.3 mm thick 60 axial slices of a 96 × 96 matrix in a 220 mm × 220 mm field of view, resulting in 2.3 mm^3^ isotropic voxels.

2.4. DTI data analysis {#s0030}
----------------------

Preprocessing, diffusion tensor modelling and CST tracking were performed using FDT v2.0 included in FSL (<http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/>). Each subject\'s 68 images were first realigned to the first image to correct for eddy current-induced distortions and simple head motions. At each voxel, a diffusion tensor was modelled and FA was computed from the diffusion tensor. Also, an image with no diffusion weighting (S~0~ image) was estimated. By Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling, distributions of voxel-wise principal diffusion directions were inferred in preparation for probabilistic tractography.

Deformation fields to transform images between the native space of raw images and the standard space were acquired by applying the New Segment toolbox included in SPM8 (<http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/>) to individual subject\'s S~0~ image. By the forward deformation, an image in the native space could be transformed to the standard space, with a change in the voxel size from isotropic 2.3 mm^3^ to isotropic 1.5 mm^3^.

In CST tracking, one seed mask, two waypoint masks, one target mask and one exclusion mask in individual subject\'s native space were employed to spatially confine fibres. The seed mask comprised the primary motor cortex (M1), which was defined to include voxels covering approximately the caudal half of the precentral gyrus along the anterior wall of the central sulcus, based on the Harvard--Oxford Atlas in the standard space. The M1 mask image in the standard space was transformed into individual subject\'s native space by the inverse deformation. The PLIC and upper and lower pons ipsilateral to the M1 were manually delineated in individual subject\'s native space, of which the PLIC and upper pons served as the waypoint masks and the lower pons as the target mask. The PLIC mask was placed from the level of the anterior commissure to the base of the corona radiata, and the upper and lower pons masks were located to only include the anterior pons. The corpus callosum and cerebellum were used as the exclusion mask to remove inter-hemispheric and cerebellar trajectories.

By repetitively computing 5000 streamlines starting from every voxel of the seed mask, a distribution of streamline locations from the seed mask to the target mask via the waypoint masks was estimated. In the connectivity distribution, each voxel had a streamline count which passed through the voxel. Each subject\'s connectivity distribution image was then transformed into the standard space by the forward deformation.

2.5. CST determination {#s0035}
----------------------

The CST template was generated from 23 controls\' connectivity distributions in the standard space. Each control\'s connectivity distribution was binarised at a threshold of 5% of the maximum voxel value to remove improbable pathways and was then superposed to yield voxel-wise overlap counts. The group-level overlap was binarised at a threshold of half of the number of controls to serve as the CST template. Each patient\'s CST was acquired by thresholding individual connectivity distribution in the standard space at 5% of the maximum voxel value to remove improbable pathways. It is notable that both the template CST and patient CST were defined in the standard space.

2.6. FA metrics computation {#s0040}
---------------------------

Each patient\'s FA image was transformed into the standard space by the forward deformation. FA metrics were computed in terms of four measures over the whole tract (FA~ipsi,CST~, FA~contra,CST~, FA~ratio,CST~ and FA~asymmetry,CST~) and tract section comprising the PLIC (FA~ipsi,PLIC~, FA~contra,PLIC~, FA~ratio,PLIC~ and FA~asymmetry,PLIC~) in the template CST and patient CST respectively.

The spatial extent of the whole tract comprised all voxels within the CST in the standard space. A PLIC tract section was defined as three consecutive axial slices along the CST *z* coordinates of which ranged from 4.5 mm to 7.5 mm in the standard space. The tract section included the mid-posterior portion of the PLIC at the mid-thalamic level which was shown to be the most probable PLIC level within the CST ([@bb0075]).

Absolute measures, FA~ipsi~ and FA~contra~, were computed as the mean of voxel-wise FA within either the whole tract or PLIC tract section in the ipsilesional and contralesional sides, respectively. Relative measures, FA~ratio~ and FA~asymmetry~, were computed as a ratio (FA~ipsi~/FA~contra~) and a difference ((FA~contra~ − FA~ipsi~)/(FA~contra~ + FA~ipsi~)), respectively, of the two absolute measures.

2.7. FA metrics comparison {#s0045}
--------------------------

Comparisons of patients\' FA metrics calculated either from the template CST or patient CST were performed with respect to (1) the inter-tract relation ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}A), (2) relation to controls\' FA metrics ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}B) and (3) association with post-stroke motor ability ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}C). Firstly, the inter-tract relation of patients\' FA metrics was sought with paired samples *t*-tests and correlations of FA metrics between the two tracts. Secondly, the comparison of patients\' FA metrics from either CST with controls\' FA metrics was performed with two samples *t*-tests of FA metrics between the two groups. Thirdly, the association of patients\' FA metrics from either CST with motor ability was assessed with correlations between FA metrics and the PC1 of motor test scores. Motor ability correlations were compared between the template CST and patient CST with Fisher\'s *z* transformation. In all statistical inferences, the significance level was set at a *p* value of 0.05.

Further, to check effects of a wide selection of tract sections as ROIs, we acquired distributions of correlation coefficients between patients\' FA metrics and motor ability along each tract. Similar to the PLIC tract section, each tract section was determined as three consecutive slices along the CST. In the range of *z* coordinates from − 31.5 mm to 45 mm in the standard space, 52 tract sections were considered, with two consecutive tract sections overlapped by two slices.

Additionally, we estimated the degree of variability in the patient CST by a spatial distance between the template CST and patient CST in each hemisphere and assessed relationships of the variability in the patient CST with (i) motor ability and (ii) FA metrics in patients. In each slice with the same *z* coordinate in the standard space, centre coordinates of the two tracts were found and the distance between them was measured. In each patient, the distance between the two tracts was acquired as the mean of slice-wise distances. We correlated the variability in the patient CST with the PC1 of motor test scores and also with FA metric differences between the template CST and patient CST.

3. Results {#s0050}
==========

3.1. Template CST and patient CST {#s0055}
---------------------------------

The template CST which was constructed separately for left and right sides is shown in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}A. The overlap of individual patients\' CSTs is displayed in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}B. The overlap in the left panel of [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}B was acquired from patients with left hemisphere lesions and the overlap in the right panel of [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}B was acquired from patients with right hemisphere lesions.

3.2. Within-patients comparison of FA metrics {#s0060}
---------------------------------------------

We compared patients\' FA metrics calculated from the template CST and patient CST. There were no differences in FA metrics between the two tracts for either of the two ROIs (whole tract and PLIC), except FA~contra,CST~ which was greater when using the template CST (*t*(20) = 5.3860, *p* value \< 0.0001) ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). Further, when we compared patients\' FA metrics calculated from the template CST and patient CST, we found positive correlations for FA~ipsi,CST~ (*r* = 0.7114, *p* value = 0.0003), FA~ipsi,PLIC~ (*r* = 0.8034, *p* value \< 0.0001), FA~contra,CST~ (*r* = 0.6366, *p* value = 0.0019), FA~contra,PLIC~ (*r* = 0.5119, *p* value = 0.0177), FA~ratio,CST~ (*r* = 0.5900, *p* value = 0.0049), FA~ratio,PLIC~ (*r* = 0.7179, *p* value = 0.0002), FA~asymmetry,CST~ (*r* = 0.5881, *p* value = 0.0050) and FA~asymmetry,PLIC~ (*r* = 0.6949, *p* value = 0.0005) ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}). In summary, CST integrity values calculated from the template CST corresponded well with those calculated from patient CST.

3.3. Between-groups comparison of FA metrics {#s0065}
--------------------------------------------

We compared controls\' FA metrics on the template CST with (i) patients\' FA metrics on the template CST and (ii) patients\' FA metrics on the patient CST. For the first comparison (controls on the template CST versus patients on the template CST), the following were different between the two groups; FA~ipsi,CST~ (*t*(42) = 5.7339, *p* value \< 0.0001), FA~ipsi,PLIC~ (*t*(42) = 3.331, *p* value = 0.0018), FA~contra,CST~ (*t*(42) = 3.3949, *p* value = 0.0015), FA~ratio,CST~ (*t*(42) = 4.2093, *p* value = 0.0001), FA~ratio,PLIC~ (*t*(42) = 2.7011, *p* value = 0.0099), FA~asymmetry,CST~ (*t*(42) = − 3.9645, *p* value = 0.0003) and FA~asymmetry,PLIC~ (*t*(42) = − 2.7907, *p* value = 0.0079), whereas FA~contra,PLIC~ was not ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}). For the second comparison (controls on the template CST versus patients on the patient CST), the following were different between the two groups; FA~ipsi,CST~ (*t*(42) = 8.3110, *p* value \< 0.0001), FA~ipsi,PLIC~ (*t*(42) = 3.3676, *p* value = 0.0016), FA~contra,CST~ (*t*(42) = 6.3948, *p* value \< 0.0001), FA~ratio,CST~ (*t*(42) = 3.1203, *p* value = 0.0033), FA~ratio,PLIC~ (*t*(42) = 3.2365, *p* value = 0.0024), FA~asymmetry,CST~ (*t*(42) = − 3.4372, *p* value = 0.0013) and FA~asymmetry,PLIC~ (*t*(42) = − 3.4245, *p* value = 0.0014), wheras FA~contra,PLIC~ once again was not ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}). In general, there was strong evidence of diminished CST integrity in ipsilesional CST integrity together with increased asymmetry in patients compared to controls. Contralesional CST integrity was diminished in patients when assessed over the whole tract, but not over the PLIC tract section.

3.4. Correlation of FA metrics with motor ability {#s0070}
-------------------------------------------------

We examined for correlations between patients\' FA metrics (either from the template CST or patient CST) with motor ability as assessed by the PC1 of motor test scores. When using the template CST, greater motor ability was seen in those with greater ipsilesional CST integrity as assessed with FA~ipsi,CST~ (*r* = 0.4861, *p* value = 0.0255), FA~ipsi,PLIC~ (*r* = 0.5667, *p* value = 0.0074), FA~ratio,CST~ (*r* = 0.5195, *p* value = 0.0158), FA~ratio,PLIC~ (*r* = 0.5575, *p* value = 0.0086), FA~asymmetry,CST~ (*r* = -0.5176, *p* value = 0.0163) and FA~asymmetry,PLIC~ (*r* = − 0.5687, *p* value = 0.0071). When using patient CST, greater motor ability was also seen in those with greater ipsilesional CST integrity as assessed with FA~ipsi,CST~ (*r* = 0.5376, *p* value = 0.0120), FA~ipsi,PLIC~ (*r* = 0.5019, *p* value = 0.0204), FA~ratio,CST~ (*r* = 0.6071, *p* value = 0.0035), FA~ratio,PLIC~ (*r* = 0.4376, *p* value = 0.0473), FA~asymmetry,CST~ (*r* = − 0.6065, *p* value = 0.0036) and FA~asymmetry,PLIC~ (*r* = − 0.4734, *p* value = 0.0302). That is, patients\' FA~ipsi~, FA~ratio~ and FA~asymmetry~ calculated with either tract correlated positively with motor ability in chronic stroke patients, whereas FA~contra~ did not ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}). Further, when we compared correlation coefficients between the two tracts, there were no differences in the strength of correlation.

3.5. Tract-wide distribution of motor ability correlation {#s0075}
---------------------------------------------------------

We examined for correlations between motor ability and patients\' FA metrics not only in the PLIC tract section, but also in every tract section along the tract. For both the template CST and patient CST, patients\' FA~ipsi~, FA~ratio~ and FA~asymmetry~ correlated with the PC1 of motor test scores across a wide range of tract sections beyond the PLIC tract section, while FA~contra~ was less consistent ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}).

3.6. Variability in the patient CST {#s0080}
-----------------------------------

The motivation for proposing the use of the template CST in assessing CST damage after stroke is related to the variability in the CST when determined by tractography in individual patients. We attempted to characterise the variability in the patient CST in terms of its relation to motor ability and FA metrics. When assessed using the whole tract, the ipsilesional inter-tract distances correlated with the PC1 of motor test scores (*p* value = 0.0078) in that greater separation between template and patient CST was associated with worse motor ability ([Supplementary Fig. 1](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This did not hold true for inter-tract distances from just ipsilesional PLIC, nor for contralesional tract with either ROI ([Supplementary Fig. 1](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). There was no correlation between inter-tract distances with differences in FA metrics (between the template and patient CST) for any method ([Supplementary Fig. 2](#ec0010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The motivation for proposing the use of the template CST in assessing CST damage after stroke is related to the variability in the CST when determined by tractography in individual patients. We attempted to characterise the variability in the patient CST in terms of its relation to motor ability and FA metrics. When assessed using the whole tract, the ipsilesional inter-tract distances correlated with the PC1 of motor test scores (*p* value = 0.0078) in that greater separation between template and patient CST was associated with worse motor ability (Supplementary Fig. 1). This did not hold true for inter-tract distances from just ipsilesional PLIC, nor for contralesional tract with either ROI (Supplementary Fig. 1). There was no correlation between inter-tract distances with differences in FA metrics (between the template and patient CST) for any method (Supplementary Fig. 2).

4. Discussion {#s0085}
=============

The wide-scale use of CST measurement to improve prediction of outcome or response to therapy requires an approach which is feasible and reproducible across stroke centres. Here we have compared the use of a standard CST template derived from healthy volunteers in place of CSTs from individual stroke patients. Tract-based ROIs, such as the whole tract and PLIC tract section, were defined using the standard CST template and could be commonly applied to every patient. We found that a range of FA-based metrics thought to reflect CST integrity, were not significantly altered by the use of a standard template.

In this study, we considered stroke patients with a wide range of infarct sizes and levels of motor ability post-stroke ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}). The size of the infarct varied between 3.4 mm^3^ and 174997.1 mm^3^ and the lesion load of the template CST ranged from 0.0% to 29.9%. With respect to location, patients with combined cortical/subcortical as well as subcortical infarcts were included. The degree of motor impairment also varied considerably. This diversity of patient characteristics suggests that the CST template approach could be applied widely. Creation of CSTs in individual stroke patients is problematic due to the inability to track through the lesion itself, as well as loss of structural integrity due to secondary degeneration ([@bb0025; @bb0090]). The template CST could be used to define tract-based ROIs with which to evaluate FA metrics even in patients whose CST reconstruction failed. This approach has also allowed initial investigations into the functional consequences of damage to CST originating from secondary cortical motor areas (e.g. dorsal and ventral premotor cortices and supplementary motor area) ([@bb0140]) and to tracts originating from specific body regions (e.g. upper limb) ([@bb0180]). Furthermore, CST templates could be subdivided based on the somatotopic organisation of fibres in the brainstem ([@bb0045; @bb0080; @bb0085]) allowing clearer structure--function relationships to be determined.

Previous work has suggested that the trajectory of the CST can change after stroke ([@bb0050]). This might lead to an alteration in the route of the tracked CST in the chronic stroke phase so that it becomes quite distant from the healthy CST. Our results suggest that the average CST in stroke patients, especially on the ipsilesional side, is more variable compared to the template CST ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). Specifically the variability in the patient CST correlated with motor ability ([Supplementary Fig. 1](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To address this potential confound, we examined whether the degree of deviation of the patient CST from the template CST was related to the difference in FA metrics measured in the two tracts. However, not only did we not find a difference between FA metrics (FA~ipsi~, FA~ratio~ and FA~asymmetry~) in the two tracts ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}), but neither was there a correlation between differences in FA metrics and spatial distances ([Supplementary Fig. 2](#ec0010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Furthermore, FA metrics from the two tracts generally correlated with each other ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}). These results suggest that our findings are not contaminated by unusual post-stroke CST trajectories.

Previous work has suggested that the trajectory of the CST can change after stroke ([@bb0050]). This might lead to an alteration in the route of the tracked CST in the chronic stroke phase so that it becomes quite distant from the healthy CST. Our results suggest that the average CST in stroke patients, especially on the ipsilesional side, is more variable compared to the template CST ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). Specifically the variability in the patient CST correlated with motor ability (Supplementary Fig. 1). To address this potential confound, we examined whether the degree of deviation of the patient CST from the template CST was related to the difference in FA metrics measured in the two tracts. However, not only did we not find a difference between FA metrics (FA~ipsi~, FA~ratio~ and FA~asymmetry~) in the two tracts ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}), but neither was there a correlation between differences in FA metrics and spatial distances (Supplementary Fig. 2). Furthermore, FA metrics from the two tracts generally correlated with each other ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}). These results suggest that our findings are not contaminated by unusual post-stroke CST trajectories.

We have looked for relationships between metrics of CST integrity and motor ability in a cross sectional analysis of chronic stroke patients. We suggest that our results support the future use of standard CST templates in assessment of CST integrity for the purposes of predicting motor outcomes. However, this would necessitate early imaging data being used to predict future levels of impairment. Although FA metrics acquired one to two weeks after stroke have been used to predict motor outcome ([@bb0110; @bb0220]), it is reasonable to ask whether FA changes distant from the primary lesion or whole tract FA will be affected in the early phase to the degree that it is in the chronic phase.

Our results showed that there was no statistical difference between a number of approaches to examining the correlation between CST integrity and motor ability. However, some trends are worth pointing out. The correlation coefficient was consistently larger when using the PLIC tract section from the template CST, but was larger when using the whole tract from the patient CST ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}). This might be attributable to the finding that the correlations between FA metrics and motor ability are seen across a wider range of axial sections, particularly below the PLIC, when using the patient CST ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}). However, this result suggests that as a variable to account for motor ability, PLIC FA values are reasonably robust to alterations in location of axial section (particularly *z* coordinates between 0 mm and 25 mm).

In comparison to controls, all of FA~ipsi~, FA~ratio~ and FA~asymmetry~ are considered robust FA metrics which indicate diminished structural integrity in the ipsilesional side after stroke, irrespective of whether the whole tract or PLIC tract section is used as an ROI (A, C and D in [Figs. 5 and 6](#f0025 f0030){ref-type="fig"}). Only FA~cont~ was affected by the ROIs in such a way that it was different from controls in the whole tract but not in the PLIC tract section (B in [Figs. 5 and 6](#f0025 f0030){ref-type="fig"}). Although this reflects tract-wide degeneration even on the contralesional side, it does not seem to be severe enough to affect relative measures such as FA~ratio~ and FA~asymmetry~, suggesting that these approaches can still detect lesion induced differences in patient groups. Degeneration even on the contralesional side may be due to secondary degeneration occurring in remote regions connected through fibre pathways with the primary damage on the ipsilesional side ([@bb0030]).

With regard to the standardised approach using the template CST, there are a number of unresolved issues. Firstly, general applicability of the template CST approach might need to be tested in specific groups of patients, such as those with very large lesions. Secondly, broad adoption of this type of approach will require that fully automated processes such as spatial normalisation are as accurate as possible. It is acknowledged that spatial preprocessing is not perfect. For example, automated normalisation can lead to lesion size reduction ([@bb0170]). Thirdly, there are still limitations in tractography which apply equally to the creation of standard CST templates. Specifically, partial volume effects due to limitation of spatial resolution of DTI data ([@bb0005]) and fibre crossing in determining tracking direction ([@bb0210]) are well known. Advances in the techniques for DTI data acquisition and tractography are likely to lead to improvements in construction of the template CST.

There are a number of potential practical applications of template tracts. Firstly, as shown in this study, a study-specific template tract could be created from healthy subjects who match patients of interest in their characteristics such as age. Secondly, one might envisage standard template tracts being created from a very large number of healthy subjects who generally match the patient group of interest. This approach would be more suited to studies in which assessment of integrity specific white matter tracts such as CST needs to be measured across several centres. Our results here suggest that further work in this direction is warranted in order to achieve this goal. For example, one approach might be to create a mask that constrains the extent of the tract using a mean FA skeleton mask generated using tract-based spatial statistics ([@bb9000]) as has been used by others ([@bb0185]). The white matter skeleton mask would alleviate partial volume effects at the edges of the tract by focusing on the alignment--invariant tract representation. Alternatively, the use of a template tract with weighted values, acquired as a group probability map ([@bb9010]), could also be effective for focusing on central voxels along the tract.

In summary, in spite of interactions related to different measures (FA~ipsi~, FA~cont~, FA~ratio~ and FA~asymmetry~) and ROIs (part and whole of the CST), the CST template acquired from healthy subjects was comparable to the CST acquired from patients in the evaluation of FA metrics in chronic stroke. This finding suggests the feasibility of replacement of the patient CST with the template CST for the assessment of altered structural integrity after stroke. CST template-based automated quantification will be a methodologically sound and more objective approach to facilitate clinical applications.

The following are the supplementary data related to this article.Supplementary Fig. 1Correlations of inter-tract differences between the control corticospinal tract (CST) and patient CST with patients' motor ability, as represented by the first principal component (PC1) of motor test scores. FA metrics include (A) FA in the ipsilesional side (FA~ipsi~) and (B) FA in the contralesional side (FA~contra~). Regions of interest are the whole tract (left panels) and posterior limb of the internal capsule (PLIC) tract section (right panels). A solid line indicates a linear fit in case of a statistically significant correlation. The ranges of horizontal and vertical axes were matched between correlations in each row. *r*, correlation coefficient; *p*, *p* value; \*, statistical significance.Supplementary Fig. 2Correlations of inter-tract differences with patients' fractional anisotropy (FA) metric differences between the control corticospinal tract (CST) and patient CST. FA metrics include (A) FA in the ipsilesional side (FA~ipsi~) and (B) FA in the contralesional side (FA~contra~). Regions of interest are the whole tract (left panels) and posterior limb of the internal capsule (PLIC) tract section (right panels). The ranges of horizontal and vertical axes were matched between correlations in each row. *r*, correlation coefficient.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at [http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nicl.2013.04.002](10.1016/j.nicl.2013.04.002){#ir0025}.
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![Overview of the approach to comparing the performance between the template corticospinal tract (CST) and patient CST in evaluating patients\' fractional anisotropy (FA) metrics. Four FA metrics over two regions of interests (ROIs), including the whole tract (FA~ipsi,CST~, FA~contra,CST~, FA~ratio,CST~ and FA~asymmetry,CST~) and tract section comprising the posterior limb of the internal capsule (FA~ipsi,PLIC~, FA~contra,PLIC~, FA~ratio,PLIC~ and FA~asymmetry,PLIC~), were considered. Patients\' FA metrics (A) were compared between the two tracts, (B) were compared with controls\' FA metrics and (C) correlated with motor ability and the correlation was compared between the two tracts.](gr1){#f0005}

![(A) The template corticospinal tract (CST) acquired from healthy controls and (B) the overlap of CSTs for patients with left hemisphere lesions (left panel) and patients with right hemisphere lesions (right panel). In (B), the colour of each voxel corresponds to the degree of superposition across patients. L, left; R, right.](gr2){#f0010}

![Comparisons of patients\' fractional anisotropy (FA) metrics between the template corticospinal tract (CST) and patient CST. FA metrics include (A) FA in the ipsilesional side (FA~ipsi~), (B) FA in the contralesional side (FA~contra~), (C) FA ratio of the ipsilesional side to the contralesional side (FA~ratio~) and (D) FA asymmetry between the contralesional and ipsilesional sides (FA~asymmetry~). Regions of interest are the whole tract (left panels) and posterior limb of the internal capsule (PLIC) tract section (right panels). The range of a vertical axis was matched between comparisons in each row. *p*, *p* value; \*, statistical significance.](gr3){#f0015}

![Correlations of patients\' fractional anisotropy (FA) metrics between the template corticospinal tract (CST) and patient CST. FA metrics include (A) FA in the ipsilesional side (FA~ipsi~), (B) FA in the contralesional side (FA~contra~), (C) FA ratio of the ipsilesional side to the contralesional side (FA~ratio~) and (D) FA asymmetry between the contralesional and ipsilesional sides (FA~asymmetry~). Regions of interest are the whole tract (left panels) and posterior limb of the internal capsule (PLIC) tract section (right panels). Solid lines indicate linear fits in case of statistically significant correlations. The ranges of horizontal and vertical axes were matched between correlations in each row. *p*, *p* value; \*, statistical significance.](gr4){#f0020}

![Comparisons of patients\' fractional anisotropy (FA) metrics on the template corticospinal tract (CST) and healthy controls\' FA metrics on the template CST. FA metrics include (A) FA in the ipsilesional side (FA~ipsi~), (B) FA in the contralesional side (FA~contra~), (C) FA ratio of the ipsilesional side to the contralesional side (FA~ratio~) and (D) FA asymmetry between the contralesional and ipsilesional sides (FA~asymmetry~). Regions of interest are the whole tract (left panels) and posterior limb of the internal capsule (PLIC) tract section (right panels). The range of a vertical axis was matched between comparisons in each row. *p*, *p* value; \*, statistical significance.](gr5){#f0025}

![Comparisons of patients\' fractional anisotropy (FA) metrics on the patient corticospinal tract (CST) and healthy controls\' FA metrics on the template CST. FA metrics include (A) FA in the ipsilesional side (FA~ipsi~), (B) FA in the contralesional side (FA~contra~), (C) FA ratio of the ipsilesional side to the contralesional side (FA~ratio~) and (D) FA asymmetry between the contralesional and ipsilesional sides (FA~asymmetry~). Regions of interest are the whole tract (left panels) and posterior limb of the internal capsule (PLIC) tract section (right panels). The range of a vertical axis was matched between comparisons in each row. *p*, *p* value; \*, statistical significance.](gr6){#f0030}

![Correlations of patients\' fractional anisotropy (FA) metrics with motor ability, as represented by the first principal component (PC1) of motor test scores. Patients\' fractional anisotropy (FA) metrics were evaluated on each of the template corticospinal tract (CST) and patient CST. FA metrics include (A) FA in the ipsilesional side (FA~ipsi~), (B) FA in the contralesional side (FA~contra~), (C) FA ratio of the ipsilesional side to the contralesional side (FA~ratio~) and (D) FA asymmetry between the contralesional and ipsilesional sides (FA~asymmetry~). Regions of interest are the whole tract (left panels) and posterior limb of the internal capsule (PLIC) tract section (right panels). Solid and dotted lines indicate linear fits in case of statistically significant correlations for the template CST and patient CST respectively. The range of a horizontal axis was matched between correlations in each row. *r*, correlation coefficient; *p*, *p* value; \*, statistical significance.](gr7){#f0035}

![Distributions of motor ability correlations of patients\' fractional anisotropy (FA) metrics in every tract section along (A) the template corticospinal tract (CST) and (B) patient CST. The *z* coordinates of the 52 tract sections range from -31.5 mm to 45 mm in the MNI space. FA metrics include FA in the ipsilesional side (FA~ipsi~), FA in the contralesional side (FA~contra~), FA ratio of the ipsilesional side to the contralesional side (FA~ratio~) and FA asymmetry between the contralesional and ipsilesional sides (FA~asymmetry~). The two vertical dotted lines indicate the range of *z* coordinates from 4.5 mm to 7.5 mm, which corresponds to the tract section comprising the posterior limb of the internal capsule. Red circles, blue squares, green upward triangles and pink downward triangles mean statistically significant correlations for FA~ipsi~, FA~contra~, FA~ratio~ and FA~asymmetry~ respectively.](gr8){#f0040}

###### 

Demographic and clinical characteristics of patients included in the study.

  No   Age (years)   Time since stroke (months)   Gender   Affected hand   Lesion location   Lesion volume (mm^3^)   Lesion load of CST (%)   Motor performance                          
  ---- ------------- ---------------------------- -------- --------------- ----------------- ----------------------- ------------------------ ------------------- ------- ------- ------ ----------
  1    77            26                           F        R               NCM               1339.875                10.172                   38                  57.2    77.0    9.0    --0.1463
  2    60            41                           M        L               CM                44,931.375              0.087                    39                  20.1    65.0    0.0    --0.3016
  3    59            79                           M        L               CM                59,025.375              29.896                   21                  50.3    73.0    0.0    --0.2963
  4    53            31                           F        L               NCM               290.250                 0.520                    50                  40.0    91.0    50.0   0.0414
  5    51            60                           M        R               NCM               1282.500                7.069                    45                  104.0   92.0    31.0   0.1194
  6    66            26                           M        R               CM                32,285.250              23.017                   35                  81.0    65.0    39.0   --0.0972
  7    69            9                            M        R               NCM               5943.375                0.000                    57                  80.5    100.0   69.7   0.2595
  8    55            5                            F        L               NCM               594.000                 3.986                    55                  64.0    93.0    97.0   0.2405
  9    61            13                           M        L               NCM               3084.750                1.386                    45                  51.1    65.0    19.7   --0.1530
  10   75            6                            M        L               NCM               1852.875                0.780                    57                  96.6    100.0   73.7   0.3050
  11   66            5                            M        L               NCM               290.250                 0.000                    57                  63.4    92.5    98.2   0.2507
  12   44            8                            M        L               NCM               11,994.750              13.605                   36                  78.6    81.0    5.1    --0.0993
  13   36            20                           M        R               NCM               492.750                 3.707                    54                  81.9    93.0    31.0   0.1244
  14   59            165                          F        L               NCM               14,846.625              16.118                   29                  18.2    68.0    0.0    --0.3477
  15   43            20                           F        R               NCM               20,476.125              1.121                    41                  71.0    91.0    31.0   0.0178
  16   33            63                           M        R               NCM               529.875                 2.931                    57                  71.7    100.0   68.9   0.2378
  17   48            7                            M        L               NCM               93,528.000              6.724                    31                  35.3    42.0    0.0    --0.4201
  18   53            12                           M        R               NCM               8120.250                11.872                   48                  52.0    91.0    53.0   0.0642
  19   18            5                            F        L               CM                17,4997.125             0.690                    44                  27.7    93.0    5.9    --0.1113
  20   51            4                            M        R               NCM               276.750                 2.253                    57                  64.2    100.0   89.6   0.2681
  21   55            9                            M        L               NCM               3.375                   8.190                    19                  97.7    100.0   51.3   0.0439

CST, template corticospinal tract acquired from healthy controls; ARAT, Action Research Arm Test; GRIP, grip strength of affected hand given as a % of less affected hand; MI-UL, Motricity Index (upper limb component); NHPT, Nine-Hole Peg Test score of affected side given as a % of less affected side; PC1, first principle component of the four motor test scores (given as normalised values, arbitrary units); F, female; M, male; L, left; R, right; CM, infarcts affecting primary and secondary motor cortices; NCM, infarcts sparing primary and secondary motor cortices.
